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is known as the Australian Alps yet they are not truly Alpine
m character despite the occurrence of snow fields and bare
rock faces Although the ravages of fire and axe are rapidly
diminishing their extent some of the finest forest areas
occur in this corner Westward of the Alps the cordillera
diminishes in mass and falls away to the Klimore Gap north
of Melbourne the main gateway from the south lying at an
elevation of 1 200 feet Further west the summits of the
Grampians rise to well over 3 000 feet Towards Cape Otway
and Wilson s Promontory there are other high regions that
mark the southern edge of the east \vest \alley of Victona
which is bisected by the sunldand of Port Phillip
The district between the Blue Mountains and the sea is
somewhat barren because of the control exercised bv the
prevailing sandstone Beneath this area lies the saucer hke
formation of the coal measures reaching the surtace in a
wide sweep from Newcastle in the north to Lithgow in the
west and Bulk in the south Farther to the south better
soils and good rainfall are the factors responsible for the
main industry of dairying The great valley of Victona
consists of the district of Gippsland varying \\idely in
fertility and the Western District which has been rendered
extremely fertile by the soils resulting from great basalt
flows in ancient times Both east and \\est of Port Phillip
the valley is the seat of important rural industries such as
dairying sheep raising fruit growing and agriculture of
many kinds from wheat to maize and from potatoes and
onions to sugar beet
Owing to the temperate climate and the great productivity
of the south east most of the population is concentrated
in the coastal area Sydney the State capital and largest
Australian metropolis is a city of well over one million
people It is notable as the main outlet for the produce

